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Ihe electronic structure of hexagonal BN has been the subject of

numerous investigations becauee band structure calculations profit

from the special symmetries of the lattice, while the anisotropies

of this layered crystal makes experiraental work very attractive.

Nevertheless, the results give no consistent picture. In 1971, Nakhmanson

and Smirnov noted a rough agreement between their band structure calculation
Z

and X ray emission and absorption data o£ Fomichev and Rumsh . But a
3

more critical comparison by Tegeler et al. between band structure calculat-

ions and angular dependent X-ray emission spectra ehoved severe discrepancies

in many details. Nevertheless, the work of Nakhmanson and Smirnov gave

the best results among all calculations considered. As to the conduction
4 5

bands, two later absorption and energy loss measurements at the B K-edge

both making use of anisotropic effects revealed contradictory energy
. . *

positLons for the B 1s -> TT excitation.

Abstract

Photoemission valence band spectra and the polarization dependent

photoyield at the B K-edge are compared to calculated densities

of states, Excitonic effects at the edge are discussed. For the

decay of exciton and ionieed core the influence of atomic effects is

ahown.

In order to clarify these inconsistenciea it appeared to be promising to

try photoemission measurements on hexagonal BN. Energy distribution curves

(EDC's) of the valence electrons can be compared with calculated densities

o£ states, and polarization dependent yield spectra of the B K-edge may clart
K

fy the locatiou of the B I B -* IT excitation.

For our investigations we took advantage of the highly polarized Synchrotron

radiation monochromatized by the FLIPPER raonochroraator at the storage ring

DORIS in Hamburg. The geometry in the sample chamber allows measurements

with complete s-polarization (E _^ c) and a mixture of s- and p-polarizatton

without changing the collection geometry of the electron analyzer (double

pass CMA) . Here we chose an angle of 45 between the electric vector and

the c-axis of the crystal, The samples of sintered BN were cleaved in the

System which, had a pressure of 5 ' 10 Torr. Charging was prevented by use

of a flood gun, in addition the samples were heated up to 350 C to increase

an ionic conductivity.

To be published in Solid State Communications

Figure l shows two EDC's of the valence band taken at different photon energies.

For these EDC's a polarization dependence was not observed. The low binding

energy part of the spectra consists of a broad maximum at 5 eV and two shoulders

at 2,5 eV and 10 eV binding energy followed by another maximum at 18 eV which

originates from the N 2s level, As was demonstrated on graphite, excitation

energies around 60 eV yield a maximum Kontribution of p-syrametric states while
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at higher energies excitations o£ s-symmetric states are dominant .

The same must hold for BN because of the similar electronic structure.

Thua the comparison of the two EDC's leads to a rough Separation of

the valence band into the predominantly s-synmetric part below and

p-symmetric part above 7 eV binding energy.

The calculated density of statea by Nakhmanson and Smirnov is ahown in
3

the bottom part of figure l äs modified by Tegeler et at, on the basis

of their X-ray emission and XPS data by shifting the subbands closer

together. A reasonable agreement between the calculation and the experi-
3

mental data was achieved that way and so it is achieved in the preaent

work. The symmetries of the su.bba.nds are given äs p-like for the F-band,

s-p mixed for the o bands and for the s band mainly s-like with an
9

admixture of p-like states localized at the E atom .

It should be mentioned that aa an effect of the modification procedure

the top of the o subbands extends to above the r, band which wüst not be

taken seriously, In fact , the T electrocs situated between the crystal

layers are the most weakly bound ones and thue the partly ionic character

of the bonding (25% ) leads to a division of the 11 charge between B and H
3with the ratio of 0.5 : 1.5 , Consequently, we expect the empty TT states

to be the lowest unoccupied states localized mainly at the B atom,

Photoyield spectra could only be obtained by measuring the partial yield

in order to keep the electrons of the flood gun out of the analyzer, No

differences were obaerved for final energies of 10 eV (0.12 eV bandpass)

and 70 eV (1.2 eV bandpass), The photoyield spectrum of the B K-edge taken

at 70 eV final energy is displayed in the upper part of figure 2. It showa

a. prominent maximum at 192.0 eV, a double hump at 198.3 eV and 199,5 eV

and a broad structure around 204.5 eV. The origin of these maxiraa may be

structurea of the density of conduction band states or variations of the

matrix element. Since the excitation Starts from an s level, only p-symmetric

final states are allowed. In a first step we assurae a structurelesa matrix

element to compare the yield apectrum with the density of empty states which

waa qualitatively estimated by Nakhmanson and Smirnov for their calculated

band structure (bottom part of figure 2). Again the symmetries of the

subbands are given äs p-like for the u band, s-p mixed for the o band

and mainly s-like for the s band which therefore should not contribute to

the B la abßorption. The structures of the yield spectrum and the density of

empty stat.es were aligned by

multiplying the energy acale of the band structure calculation with a

factor of 0.6 (see Fig, 2).

Brown et al, discussed in detail that for the transitions from the core

level into the empty i band, a polarization dependent selection rule is
4

valid even if they are influenced by exciton interaction t these

transitious are forbidden for s-polarized light, i.e. if the electric

vector is perpendicular to the c axis. Therefore, we have measured yield

spectra for different polarizations and we find a dependence of the yield

at the maximum at 192 eV and at the weak structure at approximately

194.5 eV which agrees reasonably well with the ir band from the density

of states scaled by the factor of 0.6 (see Fig, 2) . The structures in

thia energy ränge do not vaniah completely for s-polarized excitation which

may be explained by an imperfect orientation of the crystal layers. For a

sample of pyrolytic BN we found a much stronger polarization dependence

(see inBert of Fig. 2). Obviously, the crystal orientation of the pyrolytic

BN sample is much better, but thia sample could not be cleaved in situ.

Our results are in agreement with those of recent energy loss measurements

which similarly show three maxima at the B K-edge at 192 eV, 199 eV and

204.5 eV, From the angular distribution of the electrons, it was concluded
*

that the first peak originated from excitations into n states and the

others into o states, Our results disagree with the polarization dependent
4 .

absorption spectra of Brown et al, who find a polarization dependence only

for a peak at 194.5 eV. While our yield spectrum for p-polarized excitation

also shows a peak at 194.5 eV, it remains unclear why the polarization de-

pendence of the 192 eV maximum, where the effect is of equal strength, was not

detected in ref . 1,

Considering the detailed shape of these structures we note the sharpness of

the strong 192 eV maximum at the onset. After correcting for the experimental

resolution we find 0.4 eV for the FWHM. This finding is to be seen in

contrast to the FWHM of the B 1s photoemission line which we measured to be

1,5 eV (experimental resolution deconvoluted) at 250 eV photon energy. flecause

of the partly ionic character of BN the photoemission line width should mainly he

determined by phonons coupled to the photoionization process . We take the

much lower width of the excitation at 192 eV äs an argument for its correspoadence

to an exciton excitation.
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Further, the distribution of the KW Auger electrons must be comparable

with the selfconvolution of the X-ray emission spectrum since two

valence electrons take part. For this comparison the emission spectrum

of Figure 3b was subtracted äs well äs the estimated background of in-

elaatically scattered electrons (datted line). This procedure leaves us

with the distribution of KW Auger electrons (Fig. 3c, solid curve) which

is in good agreement with the selfconvoluticn of the X-ray emission

spectrum from Reference 3, Small deviations in the details can be ex-

plained äs due to the neglected contribution of s-symmetric states. Plasmen

losses may play an additional role, We observe a weak structure 9 eV

below the B 1s photoemission Line excited with 250 eV photons which agrees
2 Jwith the ir-plasmon loss determined from XPS spectra

In conclusion, we have presented EDC's of the BH valence band that can

be corapared with band structure calculations. Polarisation dependent photo-
•jK

yield spectra at the B K-edge led to an identification of the B 1s -*- ff

excitation for which experimental results uere contradictory, The influen.ce

of exciton interaction at the edge was found to be considerable, For tlie

prominent exciton at the onset of the edge we studied the decay processes

in detail. In either the direct recombination or the Auger decay predominantly

the p-symnetric local density of valence states at the B atom takes part.
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Figure Capticms

Fig. ]_i_ Energy distribution of the valence electrons at 65.6 eV

(solid curve, resolution 0.5 eV) and at 190.6 eV photon

energy (broken curve, resolution l eV). In the lower part,

the denaity of states calculated by Nakhmanson and Smirnov

äs modified by Tegeler et al. is displayed.

Fig. 2_i Polarization dependent photoyield at the B K-edge (resolution

0.4 eV) for sintered and pyrolytic (insert) BN saraples. The

lowet part shows the density of conduction band states given by

Nakhmanson and Stnirnov . In order to align the structures with

the maxima of the yield spectrum, the energy scale of the

calculation has been multiplied with 0.6.

Fig. 3^ a) EDC at the 192 eV resonance (solid curve, resolution 0.8 eV)

compared with an EDC taken at a photon energy below the B K-onset

(broken curve, see also Fig. 1).

b) Difference spectrum of the two curves in part a) (solid

curve). This should contain only electrons excited by the decay

of the 192 eV exciton. The valence band region is compared with

the B K emission spectrum from Ref. 3. The estimated background

of the Auger electrons is indicated by the dotted line.

c) Difference spectrum of the two curves in part b) (solid curve),

This should contain only the KW Auger electrons of the 192 eV

exciton decay. Their energy distribution is compared with the

selfconvolution af the B K emission spectrum from Ref. 3.
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